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In China, a young woman contracts a deadly illness. Within 24 hours a 100 more cases are reported.

In New Mexico, a microbiologist is puzzled with the bacteria strain he is seeing under his microscope.

In Colorado, Dr.Caroline Winters receives a strange encrypted file.

In Italy, a historian reveals a dark history of one of the greatest civilization of the 6th century.

What do they all have in common?

The clock is ticking and Dr.Caroline Winters is running out of time to contain one of the most virulent
plagues known to mankind.She teams up with a small time microbiologist and a cocky long time veteran
from one of the most prestigious disease control agency in the world.Together, they race against time
chasing the path of an ancient disease that has resurfaced, from one continent to another, and they will do
everything in their power to stop the deadly disease - even at expense of their own lives.

Watch out for the new thriller...Cardinal Sin James Kendrick!

James Kendrick is a Guardian Angel. Nope. Not that kinda angel. He's a Combat Rescue Officer with one
difference.He's trained to kill.

Reviews:

"The author has definitely kicked it up all a notch here...better story telling...better character to character
relation...a melancholic hero with a superiority inferiority complex. A crazy ass plot. Good job! He's surely
listened to the voice of readers and improved a great deal since The Justinian Curse. Worth the read."

Synopsis:

James Kendrick is a Guardian Angel with a perfect record to date. A Combat Rescue Officer trained to
rescue high profile targets and retrieve packages of strategic importance that have fallen behind enemy lines.
He was the perfect man for the job.

But when his last mission fails, he mysteriously drops out of the grid and vanishes into thin air. Until news of
a missing nun reaches his ears.

And with it comes a theory. That the untimely death of the leader of the Roman Catholic Church was by no
means a coincidence.

James finds himself being unwittingly thrown into the middle of it all and is forced into the limelight once
again.



But this time will he be able to be up to the task?

Will he be able to find the missing nun and find out how her disappearance is connected to the death of the
Sommo Pontifice?

But that's just the tip of the iceberg. A sinister plot of epic proportions is brewing behind the Vatican walls
and James is about to discover just how big. Will he be able to stop it in time before all hell breaks loose?

Join James as he battles his way from one continent to another and pit his wits against numerous villains and
adversaries as he unravels the mystery and save the day.

Or will he?

Join in the adventure and find out for yourself!

http://www.amazon.com/Cardinal-James-Kendrick-Mikel-Emmanuel-ebook/dp/B00I9AVUUC
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From reader reviews:

Leticia Cantrell:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
Yeah, you can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time
to take a walk, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book eligible The
Justinian Curse? Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time using
your favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have other opinion?

Jake Harris:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information today can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a concern. What people must be
consider whenever those information which is in the former life are challenging to be find than now could be
taking seriously which one is suitable to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you
receive the unstable resource then you obtain it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage
for you. All of those possibilities will not happen within you if you take The Justinian Curse as the daily
resource information.

Margaret Velasquez:

This book untitled The Justinian Curse to be one of several books which best seller in this year, that is
because when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy this kind of book
in the book store or you can order it by using online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no
reason to you to past this guide from your list.

Kenneth Quisenberry:

With this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are more
treasured than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you have to
do is just spending your time not much but quite enough to have a look at some books. Among the books in
the top listing in your reading list is The Justinian Curse. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry
Hills can get you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking way up and review this reserve you
can get many advantages.
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